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The Development and Survival of New Small Businesses:
Empirical Evidence for Scotland 1994-97

Gavin C Reid†

1. Introduction

What makes the new small firm tick?  Do those that survive have different features

from those that close?  These are the issues addressed in this paper.  It makes

reference to a unique body of primary source data on small business inception in

Scotland.  This facilitates an examination, to use biological terms, of the morphology

and morphogenesis of small firms.  This is possible because over six hundred

quantitative measures are available for each firm, and the data collectively take the

form of an unbalanced panel.

   The paper develops by first providing a characterisation of the typical, average or

modal new firm.  It is found to be very small, and subject to strong competition: by

prices, advertising and salesmanship.  It is motivated by long-term profit, and exploits

local niche markets by emphasising the quality of its own goods and services over

those of its rivals.  Then the detailed features of the new small firm, as it develops

over the next two years of its life, are examined by reference to markets, finance,

costs, business strategy, human capital, internal organisation and technical change.

For each year, firms which survived are compared with firms that closed, and key

features are found to have salient differences.  The surviving firms are found to be

larger, better funded, lower geared, and more profit oriented.  They also pay higher

wages, and are both more attuned to, and realistic about, new technologies.  The

conclusion reached is that firms which survived generally displayed wider and deeper

competencies than firms which closed.  This was evident in many ways, including

commercial orientation and strategic awareness.
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   The evidence on which these conclusions are based derives from face-to-face

interviews with one hundred and fifty Scottish entrepreneurs.  In the ‘base year’ of

1994-95 a sample of entrepreneurs, stratified by region, was interviewed, using an

administered questionnaire.  Then follow-up interviews were made with the

entrepreneurs of firms which had survived in 1995-96 and 1996-97.  The stratified

sampling procedure has produced a set of firms which represent well the attributes of

the larger population of new firms in Scotland.  For example, by business type, the

proportions in the sample were: sole trader (from home) (26%); sole trader (from

business premises) (29%); partnership (19%); and private company (27%).  The

Scottish new business statistics produced by Scottish Enterprise in 1996 were based

on a sample of 21,400 new firms in 1995.  For this sample, the proportions of

business types were: sole proprietorship (50%); partnership (23%); and limited

company (27%).  Although there are slight category differences, these two sets of

percentages are in close concordance.

2. The Sample and the Typical Micro-Firm

The evidence of this paper relates to very small firms, technically micro-firms, which

are at the smallest end of the inverse J-shaped size distribution of business enterprises

[Daly and McCann (1992)].  Relatively little is known about these firms, many of

which are small proprietorships whose turnovers may not even exceed the VAT

threshold.  The study on which this paper is based aims to dispel our ignorance by

obtaining primary source data using field work methods.  Crucial to access to the field

are the ‘gatekeepers’ who effect introductions and provide ‘ports of entry’.  In this

study they were the Directors of Enterprise Trusts in Scotland, these being small

enterprise stimulating units which are jointly funded by the private and public sectors
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[Reid and Jacobsen (1988, Ch.5)].  The Directors of these units provided random

samples of entrepreneurs from their client lists, subject to two restrictions, that they

should be able to identify the date of inception of the enterprise, and that this date

should be no more than three years from inception.  The sample areas involved a

reverse L-shape across Scotland (see Figure 1), running from the north east, as far

north as Inverurie, down through the main east coast population centres, including

Aberdeen, Dundee and Edinburgh, across the Central Belt, to Glasgow and the west

coast.  The specific sample areas were: Inverurie, Aberdeen, Dundee, Crossgates,

Cupar, Alloa, Grangemouth, Edinburgh, Midlothian, Stirling, Angus, Perth, Hamilton,

Clydesdale, Cumnock & Doon, Strathkelvin, Glasgow, Gordon and Paisley.  Figure 1

indicates the main sample areas within Scotlandi, with radii of circles being

proportional to the sizes of strata within sub-regions.

[Figure 1 near here]

   The typical small firmii in the base year of the study (1994-95) had a headcount of

seven (satisfying the micro-firm criterion of ≤ 10 employees), gross sales of £234k at

nominal prices, and produced or supplied four ranges of products or services.  Its

main market was local, and it had about 11 major rivals and 24 minor rivals.

Competition was regarded as strong, particularly with respect to price, advertising and

salesmanship.  The good or service supplied was differentiated, and the firm

competed independently against a dominant rival and a few small firms.  Gross profits

were about £50k and net profits about £15k, and the entrepreneur had sunk about

£13k in the business at inception.  Typically, neither a bank loan, nor outside equity

were used to help launch the business.iii

   On average, the small firm operated at just over two-thirds of capacity and enjoyed
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Sample Areas for the Study

Figure 1
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falling unit costs.  The largest cost component, in percentage terms (25% approx.) was

attributed to wages.  A formal business plan, prepared using outside help, was

reviewed roughly biannually.  The time over which the impact of planned decisions

was considered was about one and a half years. The two main reasons for running the

business were as an alternative to unemployment, and to satisfy the need for

achievement; and the main aim of the business was regarded as the pursuit of long-

term profit.  Both strategic and operational decisions were made, in part, by drawing

on the past experience of other similar small businesses, and strategic decisions

involved greater consultation within the firm than did operational decisions.  About

two thirds of decisions were made for purely financial, as opposed to personal,

reasons.

   For this sample, the typical small firm was not willing to sacrifice a proportion of

the stake in the business in order to promoted its growth, but it was willing to accept

smaller profits for a while to expand the business.  Trade intelligence was gathered

from rivals, especially about market share and financial performance.  This type of

information-gathering was done frequently (about every two months), largely by word

of mouth, but also through newspapers, trade associations and trade journals.

Information technology (IT) was important with the phone, fax, personal computer

and telephone answering machine being the typical ‘cluster’ of IT devices [cf. Smith

(1997a, Ch.5)].iv  The main use of IT was for administrative purposes (e.g. keeping

track of buyers and suppliers), with producing accounts, networking, and producing

forecasts and business plans also being important.

   Total quality management (TQM) systems were not typically adopted, and this was

also true of forms of quality assurance which required outside validation (e.g. BS

5750 or ISO 9000).  Even so, the typical entrepreneur regarded her firm’s product
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quality as its strongest attribute, followed by specialist know-how and faith in the

business.  The principal threats to the business were perceived to be rivals’ market

shares, competitiveness, and rivals’ plant or resources.  Product quality, adaptability

and new ideas were thought to offer the greatest opportunity to the typical

entrepreneur.

   Experience of running a business before was the norm, though it was typically

someone else’s business.  ‘Hands on’ experience, and financial and product

knowledge were thought to be the most important abilities that the typical

entrepreneur ‘carried in’ to the new business.  Developed human capital was in

evidence, in the sense that the typical entrepreneur had been to college or even to

university and had been awarded a form of accreditation like a certificate or diploma.

About 58 hours were devoted to the business weekly, of which about 18 hours were

outside of normal working hours (i.e. outside the time a full-time employee would

work).

   It was normal to provide formal training for employees, and this accounted for

about an eighth of employees’ time.  The entrepreneur typically allocated most of his

effort (40%) to creating the supply of the main products or services, with sales,

management and planning occupying most of his remaining time.  Skills were

invariably acquired ‘on the job’ as well as through training, and such experienced-

based skills were crucial to employees’ productivity.

   The wage rate for the best skilled full-time worker was about £5.60 per hour, or

£900 per month.  In the hierarchical organisation which is typical of even the small

firm, incentives were quite strong between hierarchical levels, with managers being

paid about twice this base level, and directors about three times this level.  Authority

was usually not exercised simply through immediate subordinates, but was typically
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exercised by selective intervention at the level which was thought to be most

appropriate.  Superiors reviewed subordinates about every quarter, and they had

extensive discretion over their workplace activities. Standard procedures for

monitoring subordinates were typically not in place, and monitoring itself was

unpredictable rather than regular in its application.  Compliance by subordinates was

high, and in most circumstances (73%) superiors could get subordinates to understand

and act on what was required of them.  When this did not happen, typical causes were

demarcation disputes and unfair instructions.

   Within the small firm, areas of specialisation were typically loosely defined, with

different specialists being knowledgeable about each others’ skills, and willing to take

on each others’ tasks in certain circumstances.  The entrepreneur typically took the

burden of hiring or dismissing personnel upon his own shoulders.  The usual reason

for dismissal was disciplinary problems.

   Innovation was an evident, if not pervasive, feature of these small firms.  Typically

slight change in process innovation had been undertaken, usually inspired by

suggestions made from within the firm itself (e.g. derived by experience or ‘learning

by doing’), or by customers.  Rivals were thought to be undertaking little process

innovation, and this was perceived not to create much competitive pressure.  Product

innovation, however, was the norm, and it was also typically undertaken by rivals,

though this too was not thought to create great competitive pressure.  Technical

change within the industry was normal, with the prime initiator of it being a leader in

the industry, which occasionally was the small firm itself.  If technical knowledge

were sought, which was of relevance to new products or processes, then suppliers and

customers played an important role in the provision of it, as did trade journals.
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   To conclude, this bird’s eye view of the new Scottish micro-firm, emphasising

typical features, gives insights which may be summarised as follows.  These firms are

very small, and neither very innovative nor profitable, but their owner-managers

emphasise their business quality.  They are subject to rivalry, especially as manifested

by competitive pricing, advertising and salesmanship, and are largely run on a

commercial basis.  Entrepreneurs are quite skilled and experienced and have well

established organisational structures within the firm which sustain monitoring and

provide incentives.  Despite the lurid titles of popular books aimed at the would-be

entrepreneur, like ‘Go for Growth’, ‘Profit from Your Business’ and ‘Do the Deal’, all

of which suggest the fast-track lifestyle of a ‘buccaneer capitalist’, life in the real

world of small business enterprise is more prosaic.  The evidence for Scotland is that

it involves the quiet application of much time and some skill, under competitive

pressure, to deliver a quality product or service in a local market.  This sounds

platitudinous, but the evidence is that this is how the business world ticks, despite

more romantic images of the entrepreneurial economy.

3. Statistical Features of the Database

The account given of small business enterprise in Section 2 above was largely

qualitative and aimed to give what was called a bird’s eye view of micro-firms in the

Scottish economy.  In this section, the treatment is more quantitative than qualitative

and aims to look at statistical features of the evidence, in terms of average outcomes,

with some consideration being given to its longitudinal aspect.

[Table 1 near here]

   In Table 1, some of the most important variables of the database are displayed.

They are in fact just a small sub-set of the over 600 variables available, but cover key
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features of size, structure and motives.  Details of variable names are contained in the

Appendix.  The table gives sample size n (taking account of missing observations),

and
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Name N Mean St. Dev. Minimum Maximum

Grprof 124 51,673 82,854 -2,500 450.103

Grsales 147 227.103 0.844.106 0 960.104

Netprof 131 13,555 28,879 -50,000 151.103

Debt 150 0.507 0.501 0 1

Outeq 149 0.054 0.226 0 1

Owncash 143 13,014 2985 0 250.103

Bankloan 149 0.322 0.467 0 1

Employ 150 6.400 14.702 1 157

Normcap 104 67.641 27.269 0 140

Impact 148 15.466 18.968 0 120

Involvea 150 0.260 0.440 0 1

Involvee 150 0.187 0.391 0 1

Involvef 150 0.260 0.440 0 1

Mainaima 150 0.167 0.374 0 1

Mainaimc 150 0.320 0.468 0 1

Mainaimd 150 0.213 0.411 0 1

Mainaimf 150 0.127 0.334 0 1

Colluni 149 0.752 0.434 0 1

Techchng 150 0.620 0.487 0 1

Initiata 93 0.430 0.498 0 1

Initiatb 93 0.140 0.349 0 1

Newtecha 150 0.533 0.501 0 1

Summary Statistics for Key Variables

Table 1
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the mean ( x ), standard deviation (σ) and range (min, max) for each variable.  Many

of the variables are of binary form, so in this sense the table contains the basis for

much of the qualitative analysis of the previous section, and may be useful for

buttressing that account with percentages (mean values).

   Missing from the table are the variables which give the survival rates.  The initial

sample size was 150, with 81 % of firms still running in the second year, and 78% in

the third year.  These survival rates are relatively high for new business start-ups [See

Reid (1993, pp.166-167) for various estimates], and this reflects both the screening of

the Enterprise Trusts and the generally favourable macroeconomic conditions during

the sampling periods.  The data in Table 1 relate to the base sample period of 1994-

95.  The way in which key variables change over time for the period 1995-96 and

1996-97 will be considered below under the headings of market, finance, costs,

business strategy, human capital, organisation and technical change, where the

headings correspond to sections of the administered questionnaire.

3.1 General Features

As will be clear from Table 1, the micro-firm status of these small enterprises is very

much in evidence.  They generated about a quarter of a million pounds of sales per

year, which amounts to just £35k (approx.) per person employed, although as sales

varied much more widely than employmentv, this overstates the typical or modal sales

generated per employee.

   The table provides diverse information on topics like capital structure, internal

organisation, costs, motivation, human capital, and technical change.  General

features which are noteworthy include: the marked preference for debt over equity

finance (Debt, Outeq), high capacity utilisation (Normcap), the lengthy planning
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horizon (Impact), the ubiquity of credentials after secondary school (Colluni); and the

pervasiveness of technological change (Techchng).  This does no more than highlight

the range and form of data to be discussed here.  More detailed analysis follows.  This

emphasises differences between those firms that continued trading and those firms

that ceased trading, over a two year period.

3.2 Markets

The ultimate test of marketplace fitness of a firm is of course whether it survives.

Indeed, if πi is the profit of the i’th firm, the classical criterion for long-run survival is

that πi ≥ 0 in which case survival and profitability are equivalent.  Of course, failing to

survive does not imply failure in a pejorative sense.  For small niche opportunities it is

perfectly rational for the entrepreneur to harvest this niche until profit is exhausted

and then voluntarily to liquidate the firm.  Far from failure in a pejorative sense, this

would be efficient exploitation of a limited market opportunity.  In the tables of this

section (Tables 2-8) that follow, of which Table 2 below on Market data is the first

example, the distinction is made between firms which ‘continued trading’ and those

which ‘ceased trading’ to ensure that the above point is carefully accommodated.

However, in the narrative that follows, more demotic terms like ‘survival’ and

‘failure’ are sometimes used in identical contexts, just because this is common

parlance.  This is not to deny that the distinction carefully made between continuing

to trade and ceasing to trade is unimportant.  In Tables 2-8, the values reported are

mean values, computed for the indicated sample size.

[Table 2 near here]

   Table 2 indicates that surviving firms were, on average, longer lived than non-
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Year 2 Year 3

Continued
Trading

n=122

Ceased
Trading

n=28

Continued
Trading

n=117

Ceased
Trading

n=33

Inbus 22 18 22 17

Grsales £252k £114k £253k £133k

Grprof £56k £32k £56k £37k

Employ 7 4 7 5

Prodgrp 4 4 4 4

Product 47 44 46 47

Market Data

Table 2
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survivors.  Though these differences are not marked, they confirm a long-established

empirical regularity that fitness to survive depends on having survived [Brock and

Evans (1986)].  The time over which a firm survives is known to provide the

entrepreneur with valuable marketplace experience, which enhances his capabilities,

and also permits ‘learning by doing’ within the firm, which helps to reduce unit costs

over time.  The figures for gross sales (Grsales), gross profit (Grprof) and headcount

(Employ) all indicate that the surviving firms were larger than non-surviving firms.

Theories of entrepreneurship due to the likes of Lucas (1978) and Oi (1983) suggest

that this implies that the more competent firms survive, as competence is positively

related to firm size.

   Looking at sales generated per employee, one observes that those that remained in

business had figures of £36k p.h. in both years 2 and 3, whilst those going out of

business had figures of £29k p.h. and £27k p.h. respectively in each of these years.

This difference is not explained by product ranges (Prodgrp) or even total number of

products (Product), which are very similar in magnitude over time and over survivors

and non-survivors.  One concludes, therefore, that non-survivors are exploiting niches

which are on average considerably smaller than for survivors.  This too suggests a

superior competence of surviving firms.

3.3 Finance

Previous detailed work on the financial structure of firms within this database [Reid

(1997)] has suggested that ‘financial structures were similar whether firms continued

trading or not’.  A perusal of Table 3, which contains more longitudinal data than

were available at the time of the earlier study, slightly qualifies this statement.

[Table 3 near here]
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Many financial features are similar: net profit (NetProf), access to outside equity

(OutEq), the use of debt (Debt), having been awarded a grant at launch (Grant) and

the debt/equity ratio (i.e. gearing) at start-up (Gearst).  However, there are also minor

and major differences.  The first minor one is the greater tendency of non-survivors to

use a bank loan to launch the business (Bankloan).  This suggests a lesser net worth of

entrepreneurs of firms which did not survive and/or a lesser willingness to commit

financial resources to launch the business.  The second minor one is the greater

willingness of survivors to sacrifice profit in order to encourage growth of the

business (SmlProf).

   The major differences are as follows.  First, the owner-managers of firms which had

survived had committed considerably larger sums of money to the firm at its launch.

Indeed, on average the cash injection at launch was twice the magnitude of that

committed by non-survivors.  This also explains the greater need for non-survivors to

have access to bank loans at the stage of launching the business.  Second, although

gearing ratios were somewhat similar at launch, by the time years 2 and 3 had come

around, there was a clear tendency for surviving firms to have lower gearing

(Gearnow) than non-surviving firms.  This meant they were both less risk exposed,

and more shielded from debt servicing crises.  Third, non-survivors were much keener

than survivors to sacrifice a stake in their businesses.  Two-thirds of non-survivors

were willing to do this, but less than a half of survivors.  The natural interpretation to

put on this is that those owner-managers who were relatively confident that the

prospective return to their firms’ activities were good would be reluctant to share

future benefits with outsiders; whereas those who took a more jaundiced view of

future prospects
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Year 2 Year 3

Continued
Trading

n=122

Ceased
Trading

n=28

Continued
Trading

n=117

Ceased
Trading

n=33

Netprof £13,329 £14,514 £13,547 £13,581

Debt 51% 50% 51% 48%

Outeq 6% 4% 5% 6%

Bankloan 31% 36% 30% 39%

Grant 78% 82% 76% 82%

Owncash £14,331 £7,084 £14,687 £6,967

Gearst 159% 152% 155% 168%

Gearnow 166% 183% 164% 188%

Sacstak 45% 64% 44% 64%

Smlprof 90% 86% 91% 85%

Financial Data

Table 3
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might wish to share the downside risk with outsiders.

3.4 Costs

Previous econometric evidence [see Reid (1992)] on the form of cost curves and scale

economies in small entrepreneurial firms suggests that short-run scale economies, up

to capacity output, are both strong and widespread.  However, in the long-run, as

these firms grow, the tendency to decreasing returns (scale diseconomies) asserts

itself.  One explanation for this is the fixity of the entrepreneurial input as a

specialised factor of production.  Table 4 cannot address these issues in an

econometric fashion, but the data therein do provide useful indicators on the nature of

costs and economies within the small firm.

[Table 4 near here]

   Both survivors and non-survivors recognised a capacity output, it being slightly

more common for the latter.  The percentage of this capacity at which firms normally

operated was, on average, just over two-thirds in each case, with a slight tendency for

non-survivors to have higher capacity utilisation.  Of the five choices for the form of

cost curve presented in the questionnaire much the most favoured were: (a) that total

cost increased in line with the amount supplied (CostStrA); and (b) that total cost did

not increase as fast as the amount supplied (CostStrB).  Roughly, about one third of

all firms nominated the former, and two thirds the latter.  Whilst proportions varied

slightly across survivors and non-survivors there is no discernible pattern here.

Combining statistics, the most typical form of cost curve was as in Figure 2.  The

concavity from below of this curve implies falling average and marginal costs up to

[Figure 2 near here]
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Year 2 Year 3

Continued
Trading

n=122

Ceased
Trading

n=28

Continued
Trading

n=117

Ceased
Trading

n=33

Capacity 67% 71% 67% 72%

Normcap 67% 69% 67% 70%

Coststra 30% 36% 31% 30%

Coststrb 59% 57% 57% 64%

Rents 11% 11% 11% 11%

Wages 24% 28% 24% 30%

Rawmat 19% 19% 19% 18%

Cost Data

Table 4
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 £

  Cost

                TC

 a         b
  O 70%        100%

Percentage of Amount Supplied of Good or Service

Note: b = capacity
a = normal capacity utilisation

Total Cost (TC) Curve for Typical Micro-Firm

Figure 2
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capacity, with the former approaching the latter from above.  This form of cost curve

appears typical for both survivors and non-survivors.

   The break-down of total costs into the percentage of costs allocated to rents (Rents),

wages (Wages) and raw materials (RawMat) is also indicated in Table 4.  There is a

slight tendency for the wage bill to be a higher proportion of costs amongst non-

survivors, which suggests, given the tendency noted below for them to pay lower

wage rates (see Table 7 in Section 3.7), a higher labour intensity of operations in non-

surviving firms.  To conclude, whilst the cost data are of general interest, and in

themselves revealing, they convey little about relative performance, and provide little

insight into the question of which new businesses are most likely to survive.

3.5 Strategy

Although the traditional preserve of business strategy is the large corporation, an

increasing awareness is emerging that small businesses too confront, and grapple

with,

serious strategic considerations.  In another study of small Scottish firms, this time

significantly older than the ones being examined here, Reid, Jacobsen and Anderson

(1993) identified a number of salient features of small business strategy. First, it is

generally deployed to achieve competitive advantage in markets which Porter (1980,

1983) would describe as being ‘fragmented’.  Such markets have low seller

concentration, lack dominant or leading firms, and emphasise personal service, trade

connections, tightly monitored operations, and responsiveness or flexibility in the face

of business fluctuations or trends.  Second, new small businesses greatly emphasise

aggressive, competitive strategies, but take recourse far less to defensive strategies

like blocking trade channels.  Third, of the various competitive forces which might
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impinge on the small firm, the rivalry of incumbent firms (i.e. so-called ‘intra-

industry competition’) is most important.  Fourth, experience counts.  This is often

based on a large body of tacit knowledge which is not written down, but rather is

based on observation , exchanges of views, and a variety of subtle social signals

which have to be experienced to be understood, and then turned to strategic

advantage.

[Table 5 near here]

Table 5 takes a rather different look at strategy, by emphasising motivational rather

than technical aspects of strategy.  If I were an entrepreneur, then instead of asking a

technical question like how much rivals would increase advertising if I increased my

own advertising, I might ask myself what I expect to get out of running my business.

   To explore motivational issues of this sort, each owner-manager was asked what

was the main reason for running his business.  The answers could be any of the

following: an alternative to unemployment (InvolveA); to ‘get rich’ (InvolveB); to take

over the family business (InvolveC); to profit from a hobby (InvolveD); to be one’s

own boss (InvolveE); to satisfy the need for achievement (InvolveF), or to exploit a

new market opportunity (InvolveG).  Of these, the responses (c), (d) and (g) were

uncommon and so are not reported in Table 5.  For the other responses, the different

proportions of entrepreneurs nominating them, as between survivors and non-

survivors, is noteworthy.  Non-survivors were more likely to have started a business

as an alternative to unemployment (InvolveA), and less likely to have done so to ‘get

rich’ (InvolveB).  They also placed more emphasis on the way in which running a

business satisfied the need for achievement (InvolveF).  Only about one-fifth of both

survivors and non-survivors said they ran their businesses to be their own bosses.

   Each entrepreneur was also asked what was the main aim of his business.  The
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Year 2 Year 3

Continued
Trading

n=122

Ceased
Trading

n=28

Continued
Trading

n=117

Ceased
Trading

n=33

Involvea 24% 36% 23% 36%

Involveb 7% 4% 8% 3%

Involvee 19% 18% 18% 21%

Involvef 25% 32% 25% 30%

Mainaima 16% 18% 16% 18%

Mainaimb 1% 0% 1% 0%

Mainaimc 34% 21% 35% 21%

Mainaimd 18% 36% 18% 33%

Mainaime 9% 7% 9% 6%

Mainaimf 15% 4% 14% 9%

Mainaimg 11% 0% 11% 0%

Strategy Data

Table 5
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possible responses were: survival (MainaimA); short-term profit (MainaimB); long-

term profit (MainaimC); growth (MainaimD); increased sales (MainaimE); increased

market share (MainaimF); and high rate of return (MainaimG).  The most common

response was ‘long-term profit’ (MainaimC), but this was nominated considerably

more frequently by the survivors compared to the non-survivors.  Whilst there were

only slight differences in responses for aims (a), (b) and (e), for other aims the

responses differed in ways which were noteworthy.  The non-survivors were much

more likely to specify growth as an aim (MainaimD) whereas the survivors were

much more likely to specify high rate of return (MainaimG).  This suggests that

survivors had a better awareness of the growth-profitability trade-off [cf. Dobson and

Gerrard (1989)] than did non-survivors.  A better strategic awareness is also apparent

on the part of survivors in that they more frequently nominated the aim of increased

market share which, if achieved, would be likely to increase market power, and

thereby profitability.

   The differences that emerge between survivors and non-survivors as regards

strategy are quite clearly delineated.  Non-survivors had tended to be pushed into

entrepreneurship, and emphasised the importance of running a business according to

their own lights.  They tended not to set financial goals, and might have pursued

growth to the detriment of profitability .  By contrast, survivors were less coy about

admitting to wanting to ‘get rich’, and in setting goals for the business were more

likely to invoke economic and financial criteria.

3.6 Human Capital

As advanced economies become more service-sector dominated and manufacturing

and extractive industries become more innovative in the way they use labour inputs
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(e.g. quality circles, job rotation) so the relative importance of human capital seems to

be emphasised.  However, we have yet to discover what life-cycle consequences there

are within small firms of this new emphasis, for example in terms of enhanced

profitability, or even of, more simply, survival, as a consequence of effort or skill.

[Table 6 near here]

   Unfortunately, Table 6 does not help us to unravel this mystery.  Survivors and non-

survivors have rather similar characteristics as regards human capital, and these do

not vary much over short time periods.  Years of secondary schooling (Secschl)) are

similar, partly because of statutory minimum requirements, but survivors are rather

more likely to have gone on to higher education or further education (Colluni) than

non-survivors.  They both worked similar numbers of hours a week (Hrswk), though

arguably to greater effect in the case of the higher ‘skill content’ of surviving firms.

Habits were also slightly different as regards time management.  Non-survivors

allocated relatively more effort to production, whereas survivors allocated relatively

more effort to management.  Given that noted longitudinal studies, like Evans and

Leighton (1990), have indicated marked positive consequences for small firm

performance of greater human capital, it would be imprudent to diminish or neglect its

potential.  However, over this short-run time scale, the impact of human capital seems

slight, certainly so far as survival is concerned.

3.7 Organisation

Turning to Table 7, a number of organisational features are notable.  Again, there is

considerable similarity between years; but differences between survivors and non-

survivors are worthy of comment.  The sole proprietorship form of firm (both at

home,
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Year 2 Year 3

Continued
Trading

n=122

Ceased
Trading

n=28

Continued
Trading

n=117

Ceased
Trading

n=33

Secschl 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.8

Colluni 77% 68% 77% 69%

Hrswk 58 57 58 56

Timprod 40% 45% 40% 42%

Timman 16% 14% 16% 13%

Human Capital Data

Table 6
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Legbusa, or in business premises, Legbusb) has a relatively poor survival record,

compared to partnership (Legbusc) and company (Legbuse) forms.  The highest

survival rates are for the company form.  This reflects several factors, including size,

age, and evolutionary history.

[Table 7 near here]

The use of hierarchy [cf. Williamson (1975, 1985)] is similar between survivors and

non-survivors, and it is to be noted that in neither case is hierarchy of the classical

pyramid form.  Structures tend to be more peaked at the top and less flat at the bottom

An obvious difference between those that survived and those that failed is that the

former group had more powerful incentives between hierarchical levels.  At each

salary level (Salev), for each year of data, it is to be noted that salary multipliers were

higher for surviving firms.  For example, at the top level the multiple was 3.6 times

the bottom level for survivors, compared to 2.1 for non-survivors in year 2.  Specialist

personnel in running firms were more likely to be knowledgeable about each others

skills (Knowoth) but less likely to be called upon to perform them (Takeoth) in

‘special circumstances’ (e.g. a negative shock to the business, like plant failure).

   This suggests a higher ‘knowledge content’ in surviving firms, and a more

economic use of the capability best described as flexibility.vi  Non-survivors have

personnel who know less about each others’ tasks, but nevertheless are more likely to

have to take them on.  Such personnel are, therefore, less capable in these functions,

as well as being more often drawn away from their areas of relatively greater skill

(and comparative advantage).  To illustrate, if typists and data processors were

relatively ignorant of what each did, and how it was done, yet were quite often called

upon to switch tasks, the outcome would be likely to be inferior to one in which each

was
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Year 2 Year 3

Continued
Trading

n=122

Ceased
Trading

n=28

Continued
Trading

n=117

Ceased
Trading

n=33

Legbusa 25% 32% 24% 33%

Legbusb 27% 36% 28% 30%

Legbusc 20% 14% 20% 15%

Legbuse 29% 18% 28% 21%

Nolev1 1.9 1.5 1.8 1.8

Nolev2 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9

Nolev3 3.3 3.7 3.4 3.0

Nolev4 2.0 1.4 2.0 1.3

Salev1 3.6 2.1 3.5 3.0

Salev2 2.1 1.6 2.0 1.8

Salev3 1.4 1.0 1.4 1.1

Salev4 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0

Knowoth 82% 81% 86% 72%

Takeoth 82% 100% 83% 91%

Wagerate £919 £790 £921 £789

Organisation Data

Table 7
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familiar with the other’s task and how to do it, but was not often required to switch

tasks.  Finally, it is to be noted that the skilled wage rate (typically earned at Salev3,

the second level up the hierarchy) was higher for survivors compared to non-survivors

in each year.  As multipliers between hierarchies were also higher for the survivors,

the terms of pay were superior across all levels for survivors compared to non-

survivors.  Whilst there might be an efficiency wage effect at work here, with workers

being retained in firms by relatively attractive pay [Yellen (1984)],  it is also possible

that the best entrepreneurs are being matched with the best workers, as in the analysis

of Oi (1985), leading to larger surviving firms whose workers have higher marginal

productivities.

3.8 Technical Change

Although small firms are thought to be vectors of change and innovation, in terms of

the so-called ‘new learning’ of industrial organisation [Acs and Audretsch (1993)],

this effect is confined to quite a narrow class of firms [See Oakey (1991)].  Even

venture capital firms, especially in the UK, are rather reluctant to get involved with

high technology companies, which they rather cynically describe as being at the

‘bleeding edge’ rather than ‘leading edge’ of technology [cf. Reid (1996)].  This, no

doubt, has arisen from bad experiences with development companies with highly

volatile values that depend on ‘long-shot’ success with complex, new technologies.

In the previous section, cautionary remarks have already been made about the efficacy

of innovation and technical change in the new small firm, and Table 8 provides

further evidence on this issue.

[Table 8 near here]
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Year 2 Year 3

Continued
Trading

n=122

Ceased
Trading

n=28

Continued
Trading

n=117

Ceased
Trading

n=33

Procinn 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4

Prodinn 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.2

Techchng 62% 61% 62% 61%

Initiata 36% 76% 37% 65%

Initiatb 16% 6% 15% 10%

Initiatc 22% 12% 22% 15%

Newtecha 52% 61% 52% 58%

Newtechb 1% 0% 1% 0%

Newtechc 11% 0% 10% 3%

Newtechd 37% 39% 37% 39%

Technical Change Data

Table 8
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Both product (Prodinn) and process (Procinn) innovations typically have been

introduced by these new small firms, and there is only slight variation in their

importance by year or by the survivor/failure divide.  For just one third (approx.) of

firms, technical change (TechChng) has been important within their industry, and this

is fairly constant across years and across success or failure.  Firms which did not

survive were considerably more likely to trail behind acknowledged leaders in the

industry than firms which did survive, as regards initiation of technical change

(Initiata), presumably because surviving firms were themselves on occasion the

initiators of change in their own markets.  The significance of newly emerging

innovators (Initiatb) was better appreciated by surviving firms, as were forces outside

the industry (Initiatc) (e.g. government incentives).  This effect was constant over

time.  Non-survivors were slightly more likely not to have used new production

technologies (Newtecha), and survivors were much more likely to admit that they had

implemented new production technologies, even if not always successfully

(Newtechc).  There was a similar reported rate of success between survivors and non-

survivors in the successful implementation of new technology (Newtechd).  There is

very little evidence in Table 8 that the technical change data are particularly sensitive

to time period, so over this time scale life-cycle effects appear to be absent as regards

new technologies.  One can summarise the evidence of Table 8 by saying that

technical change was generally not a major consideration for all firms over the time

scale considered, but that when it was, the surviving firms showed a better awareness

of new developments, and of their own limitations in initiating them; and,

furthermore, displayed a superior capacity to initiate change.

4. Conclusion
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This paper has provided a sharp empirical characterisation of an entity that has been

widely discussed, but rarely so precisely measured, the new business start-up.  The

accuracy of the characterisation, in terms of markets, structure and behaviour, is novel

and it provided the starting point for a thorough comparison of surviving and non-

surviving firms in the first few years after inception.  It was shown that these two

classes of firm behaved differently, over several significant dimensions.  A

parsimonious way of summarising these differences is to say that the competencies of

firms which survived were generally superior to those that closed down.
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Appendix

Variable Name Definition

Bankloan =1 firm has used bank loan or overdraft in previous year, =0
otherwise

Capacity =1 respondent can identify a maximum capacity of output, =0
otherwise

Colluni =1 respondent went to college or university, =0 otherwise
Coststra =1 total cost increases at same rate as supply, =0 otherwise
Coststrb =1 total cost increases at lesser rate than supply, =0 otherwise
Debt =1 firm has debt, =0 otherwise
Employ total headcount (directors + managers + full-time & part-time

employees + trainees)
Gearnow current debt/equity (gearing) ratio of the firm (%)
Gearst debt/equity (gearing) ratio of the firm at inception(%)
Grant =1 firm has received a grant or subsidy, =0 otherwise
Grprof gross profits (£)
Grsales gross sales/turnover (£)
Hrswk no. of hours a week spent by the owner-manager in the business
Impact planning horizon of the firm (months)
Inbus time since business inception at first interview (months)
Initiata =1 technical change is initiated by an acknowledged leader in the

industry, =0 otherwise
Initiatb =1 technical change is initiated by newly emerging innovators in the

industry, =0 otherwise
Initiatc =1 technical change is initiated by forces outside the industry, =0

otherwise
Involvea =1 respondent became involved in the business as an alternative to

unemployment, =0 otherwise
Involveb =1 respondent became involved in the business ‘to get rich’, =0

otherwise
Involvee =1 respondent became involved in the business to be own boss, =0

otherwise
Involvef =1 respondent became involved in the business to satisfy the need for

achievement, =0 otherwise
Knowoth =1 employees are knowledgeable about each others’ skills, =0

otherwise
Legbusa =1 firm is sole trader (operating from home),=0 otherwise
Legbusb =1 firm is sole trader (operating from business premises), =0

otherwise
Legbusc =1 firm is partnership, =0 otherwise
Legbuse =1 firm is private limited company, =0 otherwise
Mainaima =1 main aim of business is survival, =0 otherwise
Mainaimb =1 main aim of business is short term profit, =0 otherwise
Mainaimc =1 main aim of business is long term profit, =0 otherwise
Mainaimd =1 main aim of business is growth, =0 otherwise
Mainaime =1 main aim of business is increased sales, =0 otherwise
Mainaimf =1 main aim of business is increased market share, =0 otherwise
Mainaimg =1 main aim of business is high rate of return, =0 otherwise
Netprof net profit (£)

(cont./…)

Newtecha =1 firm has not used new production technologies, =0 otherwise
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Newtechb =1 firm has implemented new production technologies, but rarely
successfully, =0 otherwise

Newtechc =1 firm has implemented new production technologies, but not
always

successfully, =0 otherwise
Newtechd =1 firm has generally been successful in implementing new
production

technologies, =0 otherwise
Nolev1 number of staff on level 1 of firm’s hierarchy
Nolev2 number of staff on level 2 of firm’s hierarchy
Nolev3 number of staff on level 3 of firm’s hierarchy
Nolev4 number of staff on level 4 of firm’s hierarchy
Normcap level of capacity at which firm normally operates (% of total
capacity)
Outeq =1 firm uses outside equity, =0 otherwise
Owncash cash injection by owner-manager at business inception (£)
Procinn level of process innovation undertaken by firm (=0 none, =1 a little,

=2 a lot)
Prodgrp number of product groups or categories firm offers
Prodinn number of new products introduced by firm (=0 none, =1 ‘1-5’, =2
‘6-

10’, =3 ‘11-20’, =4 ‘more than twenty’)
Product number of products firm offers
Rawmat percentage of total costs attributable to raw materials
Rents percentage of total costs attributable to rents
Sacstak =1 respondent is willing to give up a share of his stake in the
business,

=0 otherwise
Salev1 salary multiple over base level 5, at level 1
Salev2 salary multiple over base level 5, at level 2
Salev3 salary multiple over base level 5, at level 3
Salev4 salary multiple over base level 5, at level 4
Secschl time respondent spent at secondary school (years)
Smlprof =1 respondent is willing to accept smaller profits for a while to

facilitate growth, =0 otherwise
Takeoth =1 employees take on each others’ tasks in certain circumstances, =0

otherwise
Techchng =1 there has been a lot of technical change in the industry over the

previous year, =0 otherwise
Timman percentage of respondent’s time spent on management
Timprod percentage of respondent’s time spent on production
Wagerate wage paid to highest skilled employees (£ per month)
Wages percentage of total costs attributable to wages, salaries and directors’

remuneration
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i I am grateful to Julia Smith for undertaking the graphics work behind this figure.
ii Where this term is used in the following few paragraphs, ‘typical’ means average or

modal firm for the sample.
iii Though a majority of small firms (51%) had bank loans.  Gearing was high at 169%

though entrepreneurs expressed the hope that this would be more than halved over a
three years time horizon.

iv It has been found that no specific IT device is crucial to small business
performance, but that ‘clusters’ of IT devices are.  See discussion below.

v The coefficient of variation on sales (σ/ x ) is 3.72 compared to 2.30 for
employment.

vi See Lee (1993) for a recent study of flexibility in small Scottish firms.


